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Microsoft Surface Toolkit For Windows Touch Free PC/Windows

This toolkit provides Windows Touch UI Controls, Windows Touch API, Windows Touch Templates, and many sample
applications for C#.NET Framework developers. Using this toolkit, you can develop highly interactive multitouch applications
for Windows Touch PCs. For Surface developers, the Microsoft Surface Toolkit for Windows Touch provides the following: -
Windows Touch UI Controls - Windows Touch API - Windows Touch Templates and sample applications - Extensive
documentation that can be easily accessed from both Surface and.NET Framework development environments Windows Touch
UI Controls Windows Touch UI Controls make Windows Touch PCs similar to the touch experience on a Windows PC. For
instance, they provide a quick and easy way for developers to create and assemble touch input controls that follow the touch
experience on a Windows PC. Overview of Windows Touch UI Controls Windows Touch UI Controls are the core touch
controls that help Surface developers build multitouch applications. The base touch controls provide foundational touch
interaction functionality, and you can easily add even more to create richer, more interactive touch experiences. Table 1
provides information about the Windows Touch UI Controls that are available in this toolkit. Table 1. Windows Touch UI
Controls Controls Description Grid Provides a set of visual touch input controls. Canvas Provides a visual touch input surface
for your application. WebBrowser Provides a web browser-like interaction experience with your application. TextBox Provides
text entry controls that have a virtual keyboard and spell checker. TextBlock Provides text input controls that have a virtual
keyboard and spell checker. Extendable text boxes Provide text input controls that are extendable. InputPanels Provide input
panels that provide a dialog-like interaction experience. ContentControl Provides a user interface control that holds other user
interface controls and can display rich content. Page Provides a user interface control that hosts a Web page and an iframe.
Layout, Panels Provide a rich interactive layout panel control. StackPanel Provides an interactive stack panel control.
ComboBox Provides a drop-down list that has a virtual keyboard and spell checker. Dialogs Provide a set of dialogs, dialog
windows, and dialogs with animations. DataGrid Provides data input controls that are similar to the data input experience on a
Windows PC. Image Provides a set of controls that are similar to the image input experience on a Windows
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The Microsoft Surface Toolkit for Windows Touch provides a set of controls, APIs, templates, sample applications and
documentation currently available for Surface developers. The Surface Toolkit for Windows Touch consists of five major
components: Content Provided by Microsoft: The sample templates provided with the Windows Touch Toolkit allow Surface
developers to easily display content through the UI and handle touch interactions. These templates provide a simple way to start
creating an application that renders content on a surface device. The templates provide controls for managing multiple touch
states and for handling gestures that cause transitions of content between pages or between embedded web content. The
Windows Touch Toolkit provides APIs that allow developers to easily create, manage, transition, and respond to all touch events
that occur on the Surface. Developers also can use the tools provided in the toolkit to quickly create and style content to fit the
appearance and behavior of the user interface in a touch application. The Windows Touch Toolkit provides documentation to
help Surface developers understand the use of new Surface features and to learn how to use the Windows Touch APIs.
Developer Documentation: The Windows Touch Toolkit for.NET and Visual Studio contains sample code for Surface
applications that demonstrate the latest Surface technologies and shows how to access those technologies within a Windows
Touch application. It also includes sample code that shows how to integrate Windows Touch controls with a Windows Forms
application and includes a set of sample projects that show how to do so. The sample code for Surface applications with the
Toolkit provides an in-depth tutorial that explains how to develop a simple navigation application that displays content through
the Surface. The tutorial shows how to use touch input in a Windows Surface application. Note: We recommend that you read
the tutorial before downloading the sample code because the tutorial assumes you have some knowledge of.NET Framework,
Visual Studio, and Windows Forms development that is specific to Windows Touch. To learn how to use the Windows Touch
Toolkit to access Surface features in a.NET Framework 4.0 application, read the Tutorial: Using Surface Features in.NET
Framework 4.0. To learn how to use the Windows Touch Toolkit to access Surface features in a Windows Forms application,
read the Tutorial: Using Surface Features in Windows Forms. Take the Tutorials for a test drive: To experience the Windows
Touch Toolkit for.NET and Visual Studio, try out the sample applications for yourself. They demonstrate how to use the
Windows Touch Toolkit to develop and test Surface applications. The sample applications for Surface are listed in the tutorial at
the end of this 09e8f5149f
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The Microsoft Surface Toolkit for Windows Touch contains the most up-to-date and complete set of controls, APIs, templates,
sample applications and documentation currently available for Surface developers. Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is
a part of the.NET Framework 4.0. It was designed from the ground up to support the multitouch user interface on Windows,
including gestures such as pinch, rotate, and scroll. Windows 8 supports multitouch with multitasking. It is faster, easier to use,
more fluid and stable, and highly responsive compared to the previous version of Windows. WPF and multitouch go hand in
hand. WPF is tightly integrated with Windows 8 and touch, Windows Store apps, and Windows Phone 8 apps. The code for
Microsoft Surface is written with WPF and Windows Store apps and is designed to be used as a starting point for building your
own multitouch applications. Microsoft Surface Toolkit for WPF Developers Introspection provides a jump-start for Surface
application developers to prepare for the next version of Microsoft Surface. Use this toolkit to take advantage of the innovative
Surface technology and user interface to create your own rich and intuitive multitouch applications for a variety of Windows
Touch devices. Develop new experiences for a variety of Windows Touch devices One of the most innovative features of
Surface is Microsoft Surface’s support for multitouch. Multi-touch enables developers to create new and unique applications for
the Windows Touch platform. Learn more about Windows 8 and Surface here. With the.NET Framework 4.0, Windows
Presentation Framework 4.0 (WPF), and this toolkit, Windows Touch developers can quickly and consistently create advanced
multitouch applications for Windows Touch PCs. The Microsoft Surface Toolkit for Windows Touch provides a set of controls,
APIs, templates, sample applications and documentation currently available for Surface developers. With the.NET Framework
4.0, Windows Presentation Framework 4.0 (WPF), and this toolkit, Windows Touch developers can quickly and consistently
create advanced multitouch applications for Windows Touch PCs. The Microsoft Surface Toolkit for Windows Touch provides
a set of controls, APIs, templates, sample applications and documentation currently available for Surface developers. With
the.NET Framework 4.0, Windows Presentation Framework 4.0 (WPF), and this toolkit, Windows Touch developers can
quickly and consistently create advanced multitouch applications

What's New in the Microsoft Surface Toolkit For Windows Touch?

The Microsoft Surface Toolkit for Windows Touch provides a set of controls, APIs, templates, sample applications and
documentation currently available for Surface developers. With the.NET Framework 4.0, Windows Presentation Framework
4.0 (WPF), and this toolkit, Windows Touch developers can quickly and consistently create advanced multitouch applications
for Windows Touch PCs. This toolkit also provides a jump-start for Surface application developers to prepare for the next
version of Microsoft Surface. Use it to take advantage of the innovative Surface technology and user interface to develop your
own rich and intuitive multitouch experiences for a variety of Windows Touch devices. Documentation Coverage: The
following documentation is included in this download package: [XML file] This file is used to determine the exact Microsoft
Surface tablet that is required to run the sample, provided you do not have the ability to change the target device settings
through the Microsoft Surface Tablet Configuration Utility application. [Tutorial: Getting Started with Windows Touch on the
Microsoft Surface Tablet] This tutorial provides information and guidance for Surface developers on using the Microsoft
Surface Tablet Configuration Utility application. [Tutorial: Creating an App with a Surface Toolkit Template] This tutorial
provides the information needed to create a new sample application using the Surface Toolkit template. [Tutorial: Creating an
Application from Scratch] This tutorial details the process of creating a new sample application from scratch using the Surface
Toolkit. [APIs for Windows Touch Application Development] This section provides a list of the APIs available to Surface
developers. The APIs include Windows Touch user interface (UI) and platform related components, such as gestures and
gesture recognition. [Components for Surface Application Development] This section provides the components available to
Surface developers. [Interop Components and Type Covers for Windows Touch Development] This section provides a list of
Microsoft Surface interop components, and a list of type covers for Windows Touch development. [Windows Phone 7 API
Reference] This section provides a list of Windows Phone APIs. The APIs include Windows Phone personalization,
communications and calendaring, contacts, media, Push notification, and Windows Live messenger. [Windows Phone
Silverlight 2 API Reference] This section provides a list of Windows Phone Silverlight 2 APIs. The APIs include Windows
Phone Rich Internet application (RIA) access and data access. [Windows App Studio Project Templates] This section provides
sample WPF, Windows Forms, and Windows Runtime Projects. [Windows 8
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 Windows 8 8 GB of RAM Intel i5-4570 or better Intel i5-4590 or better AMD Phenom II x4 940 or better Intel
Core i3 or better Windows 10 64bit Minimum System Requirements: Screenshots:
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